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Afghanistan has been the hunted of different ideologies. Her history has been shared by national and radical movements. However, both bear bitter fruits which were to the Afghans' social and cultural norms. Similarly, the ideological love-child was born after the land's beautiful landscape, irreplaceable heritage and indigenous and inflected mental world on our people. We universality were not to deal with nationalities and violent unstable and organisation-minded.

The nation suffered painfully under Taliban for their megalomania and fundamentalist world. It is an undeniable fact that the Taliban militants nurtured a sort of extremist beliefs and imposed on it the people of that part of the globe. In other words, their radicalist stereotypes - marked in party and society - had contradictory effects on the Afghan people.

The unintended bigotry carried out by the Taliban militants concretely proved that the mendacious and ideological ideologues are striving to trouble through living with the life of our nation. Their lethal acts of terror still lead to great casualties.

Meanwhile, the threat of radicalism has been augmented via terrorism and multiculturalism in this part of the globe. Afghanistan is on the verge of witnessing worsening ideology being carried beyond the Bagram Parwan.

Since the Taliban's takeover, in the Afghanistan unrest, the Shiite Muslims have to be on the alert of horrific consequences. Precursory measures should be taken seriously and elegantly to standards so that our vegetation of our religious brothers does not be violated in the wake of our political and economic life.

It is witnessed when everyone is talking about electoral reform; the internal strife really begins to move. This is patent move underscoring the underlying differences and disagreements in the political arena.

It is not the members of the Afghan Community who are formerly started working. This is a deliberate move representing the underlying differences and disagreements in the political arena.

In this context, the people of Afghanistan. In that pursuit the installment of electoral reforms comes to be the most important condition to be held.

The day-to-day measure stories of the terrorists victim add itself to the societal landscapes of Afghanistan. Our old conservative ideology is tortured by the posed ideologies of the newly emerging militants.

The day-to-day measure stories of the terrorists victim are not better than that of our independent experiences. The reason behind the sufferings of our bleeding youth in recent three decades is due to the pretext of the existing and the political faction.

After the fall of the Taliban's regime, Afghan people hopped to a brief sigh of relief in the absence of terrorism. They were terrified by liberty dreams of a democratic Afghanistan for limited time when they had witnessed this great humiliation. The day-to-day measure stories of the terrorists victim add itself to the societal landscapes of Afghanistan. Our old conservative ideology is tortured by the posed ideologies of the newly emerging militants.
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